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Spider and silkworm silks attract more and more attention from multiple
disciplines, including physics, biology, chemistry, material science and
engineering due to the exceptional mechanical properties, biocompatibility
and environment-friendly nature. However, at the biophysical point of view,
the structure-property relation, the self-assemble of fibroin molecules and the
formation mechanism of silk fiber are still unclear.
In this thesis, a Network – Non-slipping Fibril Bundle (N-NFB) model is
put forward to examine one of the most challenging issues, the critical
mechanical behavior of spider and silkworm silk fibers at the breakage point.
At the nano-micro level, the silk fibers consist of a bundle of nano-fibrils with
strong friction among them. At the nano-fibril level, -crystallites together and
silk molecular chains constitute the molecular networks. According to the
model, a better alignment of nano -crystallites, a larger number of
-crystallites at one cross section of a nano-fibril and a smaller effective
loading area of a peptide chain in -crystallites will eventually give rise to
stronger silk fibers, in excellent agreement with our observations of both
spider dragline and silkworm silks. Furthermore, the non-slipping fibrous
contact of nano fibrils among the bundles serves as the crack-stopper, which
restricts the propagation of cracks and significantly reinforces the silk fibers.
The synergy between the molecular networks and the fibril bundle gives rise
to the unusual mechanical performance of the silk fibers. The knowledge
ix
obtained will shed light on how to obtain ultra strong fibrous materials from
the point of view of structures.
In order to explain the formation of fibroin nano-fibrils, a model based on
the electrostatic confinement is put forward to describe the one-dimensional
growth of silk fibroin nano-fibrils formed in aqueous solutions. The electric
fields generated by the silk fibroin nano-fibrils are much greater than thermal
fluctuation. It follows that the local electric field is sufficient to cause the
accumulation of fibroin molecules predominantly at the ends of the fibrils.
Therefore, the electrostatic repulsion is able to confine the growth of fibrils in
one dimension. The results acquired in this research may provide the
guidelines for the control of the fibroin networks formation and even the silk
fibers formation.
Shear induced fluctuation enhancement (SIFE) effect is proposed to
explain the shear induced fibril formation. The essence of the SIFE effect is
the competition between the effect of shear and the thermal motion induced
diffusion. The effect of shear is estimated by characterizing the rheological
properties of fibroin solution with different concentrations. The diffusion is
estimated by two different methods which are in agreement with each other. It
is found that the effect of shear is slightly larger than diffusion, indicating that
the shear flow may be strong enough to trigger SIFE effect. Based on these
estimations, simulations are carried out to study the concentration fluctuation
under shear. It found that a periodic structure of concentration fluctuation will
xappear, and this can be monitored by light scattering. In addition, SAXS
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Spider and silkworm silks attract more and more attention from multiple
disciplines, including physics, biology, chemistry, material science and
engineering due to two major advantages:
 exceptional mechanical properties,
 biocompatibility and environment-friendly nature.[1-6]
Based on the first advantage, it has been found that silk has potential usage
in bullet proof vest, bridge cable, space industry etc [7, 8]. As well, various
methods have been adopted to make the silk even stronger and tougher [2, 9,
10]. Based on the second advantage, some techniques have been developed to
reform the silk fiber into films, spondges, hydrogels, and apply these in drug
delivery, bio-sensor, micro-fluidics, bio-photonics, etc [3, 6, 7, 11].
From the biophysical point of view:
1. The structure-property relationship is useful to understand the origin of
2the exceptional properties of silks, and to serve as guide in improving their
properties;
2. The formation mechanism of the silk fiber is critical for bio-inspired
artificial fibers;
3. The mechanism of silk fibroin molecule self-assemble is also a
fundamental issue in the novel bio-functional applications indicated above.
To explore these biophysical problems is the initial motivation of this study.
1.1 General description of silkworm silk and spider silk
Silkworm silk and spider silk are two of the most widely studies species of
animal silks.
Silkworm silk is a natural protein fiber, which is composed of fibroin and
sericin, and produced by certain insect larvae to form cocoons [2], some forms
of which can be woven into textiles. The best-known type of silk is obtained
from the cocoons of the larvae of the mulberry silkworm Bombyx mori reared
in captivity [2, 12]. It has become an important commercial material in textile
industry since the Han Dynasty of China (about 200 BC). The “Silk Road”
was the most famous trade route between Europe and Far East in ancient times
[13].
Spider silk is also a protein fiber used for biological purpose such as
orb-web construction [1, 4]. The adult female spider Nephila pilipes (N.
pilipes) can produce various kinds of silks. In general, there are four different
3kinds of silk in the construction of orb-webs: dragline silk (also termed as
Major ampullate (MA) spidroin silk), Minor ampullate (MI) spidroin silk,
flagelliform silk and piriform silk. Dragline silk is used in the building of the
framework (frame and radii) and life line. MI silk is utilized to form a
temporary auxiliary spiral to stabilize the web structure and to perform as a
template for the succeeding capture spiral which is formed by flagelliform silk.
The gluey piriform silk is used as “attachment cement” to interconnect the
different structures in an orb-web. Dragline silk is the most extensively
characterized spider silk among the miscellaneous types [1].
1.2 Hierarchical structure of spider and silkworm silk
To explore the structure-property relation, the detailed quantitative
understandings of the structures and the mechanical behaviors are required.
The results of structural characterization and the mechanical test listed below
without references are all from the experiments carried out by Dr. Xu Gangqin
in our lab.
N. pilipes spider dragline silk fiber and B. mori silkworm silk fiber have a
similar hierarchical structure from micro to molecular scale (Figure 1.1).
4Figure 1.1 The hierarchical structure of Bombyx mori silkworm and Nephila
pilipes spider dragline silk fiber. (a) Silkworm thread includes two fibroin
fibers wrapped by sericin. Both the fibroin fiber and (b) spider dragline is
composed of numerous fibrils, with (c) crystalline regions connected by the
amorphous segments to form a network. (d) The β-crystallite is composed of
stacked β-sheets with the peptide chains connected by the hydrogen bonds
(dash line) in each sheet. The green box indicates the unit cell of a β-crystallite
and the coordinate indicates a (inter-sheet), b (inter-chain) and c directions. (e)
Typical amino acid sequences repeat of silkworm silk and spider dragline silk.
Motifs involved in β–structures are indicated in bold amino acids sequence.
At micro scale, B. mori silkworm silk fiber contains two threads covered by
sericin. Each thread is essentially of a triangle cross section with an edge
length of 9~10 μm (Figure 1.1.a). N. pilipes spider dragline silk fiber has a
round cross section with a diameter of 3~4 μm (Figure 1.1.b).
At the nano-micro scale (Figure 1.1.a,b), the latest atomic force microscope
(AFM) results revealed that both spider dragline silk and silkworm silk are
5composed of numerous nano-fibrils of a diameter around 30nm for Bombyx
mori silkworm silks and around 35nm for Nephila pilipes spider dragline silks
[14]. Thus it can be estimated that the number of nano-fibrils across a spider
silk fiber and a silkworm fiber are~1.1×104, and ~5.6×104, respectively. Both
are in the same order of magnitude. It follows from detailed AFM images that
the nano-fibrils of both spider and silkworm silks are not of cylindrical shape
but with a sequence of associated segments. It may be due to the twisting of
the nano-fibrils.
At the molecular-nano scale of the twisted nano-fibrils (Figure 1.1.c, d),
nano β-crystallites are formed jointly by some adjacent silk protein molecules.
They serve as the linkages connecting different silk protein molecular chains.
The lattice constants of the orthogonal unit cell of β-crystallites are
aˆ=0.938nm, bˆ =0.949nm, cˆ=0.698nm for silkworm B. mori silks [15], and
aˆ=1.03nm, bˆ=0.944nm, cˆ =0.695nm for spider Nephila dragline silks [16],
The β-structure sequence is GAGAGSGAAS(GAGAGS)n, n=1~11 for B. mori
silkworm silks and GAGA(A)n, n=4~6 for N. pilipes spider silks (G: Glycine,
A: Alanine, S:Serine) (Figure 1.1.e). X-ray diffraction (XRD) [17, 18] and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [19] were applied to
determine the secondary structures of silks. Typically, the content of
-crystallites (crystallinity c%) is about 25% for spider draglines and 41% for
silkworm silks, respectively. The crystallite sizes along a, b, c directions
La×Lb×Lc are around 2×3×6 nm for spider silks and 2×3×11nm for silkworm
6silks. The ordering of the  -crystallites plays a key role in the mechanical
performance of silk fibers [9, 20], it is usually described by the orientation
function f of -crystallites along the fiber axis [ 2= (3 cos -1) 2f  , where θ is
the angle between the c axis of crystallites and the fiber axis]. Once f= 1,
-crystallites are oriented completely parallel along the fiber axis. On the other
hand, if f=0, -crystallites are oriented randomly. The orientation function f of
B.mori silk fibers is about 0.94 and the N. pilipes dragline silk fibers is about
0.97 at their natural reeling speeds. In other words, the alignment of
-crystallites in spider silk fibers is better [9, 18]. FTIR results show that the
total silk molecules in the β-conformations (including both intra -sheets and
nano  -crystallites) [14] remain to be 46% for spider silks and 48% for
silkworm silks, even at different reeling/spinning speeds. Due to the fact that
there is much difference in  -crystallinity (cf. the results above), it can be
expected more intra-molecular β-sheets in spider silks (21%) than in silkworm
silks (7%) [14].
1.3 The mechanical properties of silk and previous
modeling studies
Figure 1.2 shows the typical stress-strain curves of the B. mori silkworm
silk and N. pilipes spider dragline silk collected at their natural reeling speeds.
It follows that the silk fibers first exhibit a linear stress-strain relationship
7before the yield point, known as the elastic region (section ab for the spider
silk and section a’b’ for the silkworm silk). And the slope in the linear region
is defined as Young's Modulus, representing the rigidity of the materials [21].
After the yield point, both the spider and silkworm silk experience a nonlinear
region before they break abruptly (section bc for spider silk and section b’c’
for silkworm silk) [14, 22]. The stress and strain at the breaking point are
recognized as the strength and the extensibility (or the breaking stress and the
breaking strain) of the silk materials. In the linear region, the amorphous
chains are being stretched with the β-crystallites unaffected. After the yield
point, the nonlinear mechanical performance of silks is caused by the internal
structure evolution [14, 23]. The typical breaking stress is 1200MPa and
650MPa for spider dragline silk and silkworm silk reeled at their natural
reeling speed, respectively.
Figure 1.2 Representative stress-strain curves of Nephila pilipes spider
dragline silks (green curve: by forced silking at natural reeling speed 10 mms-1)
and Bombyx mori silkworm silks (blue curve: by forced silking at natural
8reeling speed 4 mms-1), showing the abrupt breakage.
To reveal the relationship between the structure and property of silk, many
models were proposed by different researchers based on the understanding of
the structure of silk.
All-atom Simulation: At the molecular scale, full atom simulation is a
powerful tool in studying the mechanical response of silk (Figure 1.3).
Buehler et al found that a combination of uniform shear deformation and the
emergence of dissipative molecular stick–slip deformation significantly
enhanced the mechanical properties. These findings explored the size effects
to create bio-inspired materials with superior mechanical properties in spite of
relying on mechanically inferior, weak hydrogen bonds [24, 25]. Cetinkaya et
al found that crystalline and amorphous subunits are the origins of strength
and extensibility, respectively; and the moderate level of crystallinity about
10–25% chosen by nature is a balanced trade-off among elasticity, strength,
and toughness in spider silk fibers [26, 27].
9Figure 1.3 All-atom simulations: (a) The snapshots of pulling a peptide chain
out of the crystal (Reproduced from [24]). (b) Force-elongation curves from
the skeleton model (green, whole unit with the combination of β-crystallites
and amorphous region; blue, amorphous subunit) and all-atom models (black,
whole unit; red, amorphous subunit). (Insets at the top) Schematics for the
composite unit from all-atom (left) and skeleton models (right). (Inset next to
the rupture point) Representative structure of the all-atom model right after the
rupture event, at which peptide chains partially disengage from the
β-crystallites (Reproduced from [26]).
Coarse Grain Simulation: From nano to micro scale, coarse grain
simulations were widely used to study the mechanical properties of silks
(Figure 1.4). At the nano scale, Termonia et al proposed a coarse grain
network model with stiff β-crystallites embedded in rubber-like amorphous
domain and predicted the stress-strain curves depending on the crystallite size
[28, 29]. It showed that the β-crystallites acted as the interlocks of the
amorphous peptide chains [28]. In that work, the nano-network nature of silk
was investigated for the first time. At the fibril scale, it was found that the
geometric confinement of silk nano-fibrils to a diameter of 50±30 nm may be
critical to resist deformation and failure [30]. At the inter-fibril scale, Brown et
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al. demonstrated that the rough fibrils in silk fibers may significantly enhance
the breaking stress of fiber due to the friction between fibrils which can
efficiently dissipate energy and prevent crack propagation [31].
Figure 1.4 Coarse grain simulations: (a) The network model proposed by
Termonia et al with stiff β-crystallites embedded in rubber-like amorphous
domain (Reproduced from [28]). (b) The fibril was modeled by a triangle
network to study its ability to resist deformation and failure (Reproduced from
[30]). (c) The rough surface of fibril was demonstrated to be critical to prevent
the slipping between the fibrils (Reproduced from [31]).
Studies by Analytical Theory: Considering the composition rather than the
exact structures, Porter et al. analyzed the breaking mechanism by analyzing
the energy dissipation and predicted the stress-strain curve and the fracture
toughness as a function of the ratio of the ordered region in natural silks
[32-35] (Figure 1.5). These order fractions are loosely recognized as β-sheet
and β-crystallites. However, the importance of the structural features was not
considered in Porter’s work.
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Figure 1.5 The predicted stress-strain curve as a function of the ordered
fraction (Reproduced from [33]).
1.4 The application of silk and the one dimensional
growth of fibroin nano-fibrils
Supramolecular functional materials consisting of self-assembled fiber
networks (i.e. polymer gels and small molecule gels) are a class of soft
functional materials that attract significant attention in recent years.[36-40]
Molecular self-assembled fibrous architecture exists ubiquitously in a variety
of either living or non-living systems. Supramolecular functional materials
have various structures, including three dimensional (3D) fiber network
structures, which contributes to the diversity of functionality.[41] These
network structures can effectively immobilize and entrap the liquid through
capillary force.[37, 42] Recently, there has been a rapidly growing interest in
such materials, motivated by their potential applications in photographic,
cosmetics [43, 44], food [45-47], petroleum industries, drug delivery [48-50],
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lithography, catalyst supporters and fabrication of nanostructures [51-53], etc.
Recently, many novel silk-based materials were obtained in the forms of
hydrogels, sponges, films, fibers, which can be applied in drug delivering,
bio-sensor, tissue engineering, micro fluidics, photonic structures, etc [3, 7, 54]
(Figure 1.6).
Figure 1.6 The novel application of silkworm silk (Reproduced from [7]).
In the fabrication of these materials, silk fibroin molecules can self
assemble into one dimensional nano-fibrils in aqueous solutions, which will
branch and entangle with each other to form nano-fibrous networks [54, 55].
In some cases, the fibril formation should be avoided, such as in transparent
fibroin film; in other cases, the fibril formation should be utilized, such as in
hydrogel. In this regard, to understand the mechanism controlling the growth
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of fibroin nano-fibrils is a relevant step in controlling fibrous materials
formation.
1.5 The shear induced spinning process of natural silk
fiber formation
In the process of animal silk fiber formation, a phase transition of the
spinning dope happens in a very fast manner at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure [1, 56]. In contrast with the artificial fiber in petroleum
industry, the formation of natural silks is less energy consumable and more
environmental friendly. Hence, the spinning process of silkworm silks and
spider silks attracts a lot of interest and has been widely studies in recent
years.
1.5.1 Observations of silk spinning process
One method to understand the spinning process of silk is to observe the silk
spinning duct and the spinneret which are dissected from the silkworms or
spiders while they are producing silks.
The observation results of polarized microscope are summarized in Figure
1.7 [57]. At the start of the duct, the fibroin solution starts to show some kind
of orientation, a cellular optical texture can be observed. It implies that the
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fibroin solution possesses a liquid crystal structure [57, 58]. After that the
birefringence of the fibroin solution disappears and it implies that the
orientation of fibroin molecules is isotropic [57]. At 3~5mm before the
common duct, the diameter of the fibroin region inside the spinning duct
shows a drastic decrease, initiating the draw down taper. At this position, the
birefringence appears again and keeps almost a constant until the spinneret
[57].
Figure 1.7 The observation of the spinning process of silkworm silk by
Polarized microscope (Reproduced from [57]).
After the understanding of the morphology of the spinning apparatus and
the orientation of the fibroin molecules in the spinning duct, confocal
microscope can be applied to examine the evolution of the secondary structure
of the fibroin in the spinning process. D.P. Knight et al analyzed the fresh silk
gland of spider by confocal fluorescence microscope [59]. The dye they
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adopted was Congo red, a specific stain for -conformation. They found that
the fluorescence appeared from the beginning of the draw down taper, where
the diameter of the fibroin region inside the spinning duct showed a drastic
decrease [59]. Decrease of the diameter implies the increase of the flow, that is
to say, the formation of the -sheet is directly related to the fast flow of the
fibroin solution.
A more precise method to show the evolution of the secondary structure is
Raman spectroscopy. Furthermore, it can analyze the orientation of the
material at molecular level. Thierry Lefèvre et al monitored the silk spinning
process of N. clavipes spider by measuring the Raman spectrum of the
spinning dope at different positions from the MA gland to the spigot [60]. It
also showed that the -conformation starts to appear at the beginning of the
draw down taper. In addition, the peptide chains started to be aligned from the
beginning of the third limb, somewhat before the conformation transition.
Hence, shear flow is an important factor that can trigger the formation of
silk.
1.5.2 In-vitro observation of the fibroin nano-fibril formation in
aqueous solution under shear by small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS)
SAXS were applied to monitor the structure evolution of fibroin in dilute
aqueous solution under shear in situ by Rōssle et al [56]. In their SAXS
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experiments, shear force was applied by Couette-type viscosimeter (Haake
RT20 rotovisco) with the incident X-ray in tangential direction. As shown in
Figure 1.8.a, the viscosity of the solution underwent a sharp increase while the
shear rate exceeded 300s-1, due to a large amount of fibroin precipitate
appeared in the solution. At the same time, radius of gyration Rg of the fibroin
molecules increased maybe due to the unfolding of the peptide chains. Then,
low-resolution fibroin structures were also derived from SAXS pattern. It
followed that the fibroin molecules were slightly elongated by the shear flow.
Figure 1.8 (a) Shear rate dependent increase of the radius of gyration Rg (■)
and viscosity (●). (b) Low-resolution fibroin structures derived from SAXS
solution scattering. A: initial state of fibroin molecule before the shear; B:
fibroin molecule after shearing in the rheometer. The two structures are on
scale (Reproduced from [56]).
However, in the physical point of view, the formation of fibril is a
nucleation and growth process [61]. Based on these understandings, it is still
difficult to provide a theoretically picture about how the shear flow initiates
and accelerates the formation.
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1.6 Motivations and Objectives
Various models of silk were reviewed in section 1.3. Most of these models
focused on the influences of one or several structural features such as, crystal
size, orientation, crystallinity, fibril diameter etc. However, none of them
clarified the panorama of the breaking of silks at different scales. Furthermore,
silk is a material with high strength, although its molecular interaction
(Hydrogen bond) is weak. Hence, it is important to understand what gives silk
such a large breaking stress.
Based on the discussion in section 1.4, the self-assemble of fibroin in
aqueous solution is important for a variety of applications of silkworm silk.
However, the driving factor which confined the assembled fibroin molecules
in one dimension to form fibrils is still unknown.
As discussed in section 1.5, theoretically, how the shear flow initiate and
accelerate the fibril formation process is still unclear.
The objectives of this thesis were:
1. To show the breaking mechanism of spider and silkworm silk fibers
across the molecular-nano-micro scales, predict the breaking stress of spider
and silkworm silks from measurable parameters, and explore what gives the
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soft silk the large strength by discussing the advantages of the hierarchical
structure.
2. To provide a theoretical explanation to the one dimensional confinement
of the growth of fibroin nano-fibrils.
3. To explain the shear induced fibroin aggregation theoretically, and
estimate this explanation by experimental results, and then design experiments
to examine the theoretical explanation.
1.7 Outline of the Thesis
In Chapter 1, the background information is introduced, including the
structure and mechanical properties of silks, the modeling analysis of
structure-property relation, the application of silks, and the formation
mechanism of silks. The knowledge about this biomaterial introduced in this
chapter serves as the foundation for the following Chapters.
In Chapter 2, a hierarchical model is presented to study the breakage of
silkworm silk and spider dragline silk fibers. The breaking stress of silks can
be predicted by this model from measurable parameters. The crack-stopping
property of the non-slipping fibril bundle in silk fibers is discovered, it is the
key factor which makes silk strong.
In Chapter 3, the electric field generated by fibroin nano-fibrils is calculated
and compared with thermal fluctuation, showing that the electrostatic
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repulsion is sufficient to confine the growth of fibril in one dimension. To
achieve a meaningful calculation, ionization equilibrium of fibroin in aqueous
solution, the shielding effect of ions and the polarization of water are
considered in detail.
In Chapter 4, the shear induced fluctuation enhancement (SIFE) theory is
applied to study the shear induced fibroin nano-fibril formation. The shear
energy and diffusion free energy in dilute fibroin solution are estimated from
experimental results. Based on these results, simulations are carried to show
the SIFE in fibroin solution. In addition, the SAXS experiments are adopted to
study the behavior of individual fibroin molecule in solution under shear.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by summarizing each chapter. The
recommended further studies will be listed at the end of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Breaking Mechanism of Silk Fibers by
Hierarchical Modeling
2.1 Introduction
As reviewed in Section 1.3, the panorama of the breakage of silk fibers is
still not clear, and the most challenging question why silks can possess such a
high strength with a weak intermolecular interaction (H-bond) is also need to
be answered in this study.
In this chapter, we will establish a Network - Non-slipping Fibril Bundle
(N–NFB) model based on the hierarchical structure of silk fiber, to describe
the multi-scale breaking mechanism from the molecular-nano scale to the
nano-micro scale for both spider and silkworm silks. In particular, the roles of
the structural features at different scales and the synergy between each other
will be explored by this hierarchical model. In Section 2.2, the N-NFB model
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is described mathematically and the parameters used in this model are also
defined. In Section 2.3, the breaking stresses calculated by this model are
compared with experimental results for both silkworm silk and spider silk. In
Section 2.4, the influence of each structural parameter is discussed in detail. In
section 2.5, the synergy between the structures from different scales is
explored by revealing the crack stopping property of the fibril bundle.
Figure 2.1 The breakage of silk fiber at different scales. (a) Schematic
illustration of the splitting of a β-crystallite at the molecular scale, which
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initiates the fracture of the whole network. (b-i) Schematic illustration of a
sequence of associated segments in nano-fibrils. The box with black dashed
line indicates one of the periodic segments. (b-ii~iv) Snapshots of the network
in one segment upon stretching until breakage in the computational
simulations. The blue nodes represent the crystallites inside the specific
segment, while the green ones denote the auxiliary nodes which keep the blue
nodes inside a network environment. Only the links between the blue nodes
can break during stretching. (c-i~iii) Schematic illustration of the breaking
mechanism at the nano-micro scale of silk fibers after the breakage of
nano-fibrils; (c-iv) SEM image of the crack plane of a B. mori silkworm silk
fiber after its breakage upon stretching (scale bar: 2μm).
2.2 The Network–Non-slipping Fibril Bundle (N–NFB)
model of the breakage of silk fibers
This N–NFB model is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The nano-fibrils are
considered to be molecular networks with β-crystallites as the nodes (Figure
2.1.b) and the silk fiber as a bundle of twisted nano-fibrils which are
interlocked by adjacent ones so that they cannot slip freely (Figure 2.1.c). As
indicated in Figure 2.1, the fracture of silk will be discussed in three levels.
2.2.1 The splitting of β-crystallites
The fracture of the whole network is initiated by the fracture of
β-crystallites at the molecular scale which is illustrated in Figure 2.1.a [10, 14].
The breakage of β-crystallites is equivalent to splitting the peptide chains out
of the crystallite. In this sense, the strength of the networks is directly related
to the splitting force of the β-crystallites Fβ, which is defined as the force to
pull one peptide chain out of a β-crystallite.
From the theoretical point of view, the splitting force of a β-crystallite Fβ, is
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mainly determined by crystallite size along the a, b, c directions (La, Lb, Lc),
and the orientation angle θ with respect to the fiber axis.
Recent studies have indicated that if the crystallite size along the b direction
Lb is equal to or less than 3nm, Fβ approaches the maximum [24, 25]. In our
experiments (Table 2.1), the measured Lb for both spider and silkworm silks is
around 3nm, the critical value. This implies that Lb does not affect Fβ,
approximately.
Table 2.1 The crystallinity c%, size of β-crystallites in a,b,c directions La, Lb,
Lc, the orientation function f of silkworm silks and spider silks at the indicated




c% Size of β-crystallites (nm) f
La Lb Lc
Silkworm
1 0.41 2.63 3.20 11.65 0.922
4 0.41 2.57 3.18 11.48 0.930
13 0.41 2.55 3.17 11.49 0.944
20 0.41 2.55 3.16 11.49 0.945
27 0.41 2.54 3.15 11.49 0.956
Spider
1 0.27 2.46 2.68 6.48 0.963
2.5 0.26 2.46 2.67 6.25 0.967
10 0.25 2.45 2.66 6.09 0.973
25 0.24 2.45 2.64 6.05 0.982
Apart from this, the Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) simulations were
carried out to analyze the splitting of β-crystallites (Figure 2.2). These
simulations were performed by NAMD using CHARMM topology and
force-field (which was done by Luo Yuan in our lab) [62]. The coordinates for
the molecular model of β-crystallite in silk were obtained from the Protein
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Data Bank with identification code 2SLK [63], where different sized
nano-crystallites used here were built by replicating the system via shifting the
molecules at a proper distance and patching the strands at c axis together. It
follows that if the crystallite size along the c direction Lc is larger than 6nm,
the influence of Lc on the splitting force Fβ becomes ignorable. In our
experiments (Table 2.1), the measured Lc is about 11~12nm for silkworm silks
and 6~7nm for spider silks, both are beyond 6nm.
Figure 2.2 The splitting force of a β-crystallite Fβ as a function of both the
size of β-crystallite along c direction Lc and its orientation angle θ.
Since the Van der Waals interactions between amino-acid residues along the
a direction are much weaker than the hydrogen bonds in the b direction and
the covalent bonds in the c direction, the influence of La on Fβ is also
negligible. In this regard, for a single β-crystallite, the splitting force Fβ is
given as a function of orientation angle θ.
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2.2.2 The fracture of nano-fibrils
As aforementioned, the rupture of the β-crystallites will lead to the fracture
of the molecular networks in the nano-fibrils. The nano-fibrils have a periodic
segmental structure. The box with black dashed line in Figure 2.1.b-i indicates
one of the periodic segments of the nano-fibrils. Computational simulations
were carried out to study the breakage of the network in one segment in order
to obtain its breaking force of the segment Fs. Figure 2.1.b-ii~iv show the
snapshots of the network breakage in one segment upon stretching in the
simulations.
In the simulations, a 2D network was adopted to represent the 3D molecular
network in a segment (Figure 2.1.b-ii). The nodes represented the
β-crystallites and the links represented the amorphous chains. The status of the
network was determined by (1) the number of rows of the nodes and the
number of nodes in one row, and (2) the fracture force of each node.
In one segment, there are approximately 2 rows of β-crystallites in fiber axis
direction based on our estimation from the measured length of the segments,
and 2 2= 3 3fibriln d l   β-crystallites within a cross section of the
nano-fibril. Here, dfibril is the diameter of the nano-fibrils
and 1/3= ( %)a bl L L c is the inter-crystallite distance in transverse direction,
where c% represents the crystallinity of the silk fiber. Hence, nβ can be also
expressed by 2 2/3= ( %) 3 3fibril a bn d c L L  . Therefore, a network with nβ
columns and 2 rows of nodes was adopted in the simulation (blue nodes in
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Figure 2.1.b-ii~iv). The green nodes denoted the auxiliary nodes which keep
the blue nodes inside a network environment. Only the links between the blue
nodes can break during stretching.
Since each link had two connected nodes, the breaking force of a link was
equal to the splitting force of the weaker one. As mentioned at the end of last
Sub-Section, the breaking forces of the nodes (β-crystallites) Fβ were
determined by their orientation angles θ (the mathematical relationship
between Fβ and θ will be introduced in Section 2.3). Here, θ of each
β-crystallite was generated by its probability distribution p(θ), which can be
derived from the orientation function f, if assuming that the distribution is
Gaussian (cf. definition of f, Section 1.2).
Since the breaking strain of the network is not an interesting quantity in this
study, the length of the link is set to be 1 with arbitrary unit while the Yong’s
modulus of the link is also set to be 1 with arbitrary unit.
Then, a MATLAB program is written to simulate the stretching process of
the network to breakage. Firstly, we put the network into Cartesian coordinates
by making the direction of fibril parallel to z axis and each row of nodes
parallel to x axis with the bottom left node at the origin, thus the position of
the ith node could be described by xi, zi (Figure 2.1.b-ii). In every step of the
stretching process, the strain of the network increased . From the nth step to
the n+1th step, zi of each node was changed to be zi×[1+(n+1)/(1+n) at
first. Then, the nodes in the first and last rows were kept to be static, while we
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waited for the other nodes relaxing to their mechanical equilibrium positions
by Newton’s second law and artificially added damping. In the relaxation
process, the nodes were drove by the sum of elastic forces from their
connected links, and a damping force is added to each node to let it stop at it
equilibrium position. The viscous force was properly chosen to achieve the
critical relaxation that consumes the shortest time. After the relaxation, a
judgment was carried out that the links with the elastic force larger than their
breaking force are set to be broken. Then, a new relaxation process was
needed to make the nodes going to their new equilibrium positions. After that,
the same judgment was carried out again. This process was iterated until that
no link breaks any more, thus one step of the stretching process was
considered to be finished. Figure 2.3 summarizes the schematic of one step of
the stretching process.
Figure 2.3 The schematic of one step of the stretching process in simulation.
The stretching force applied on the segment is equal to the sum of the forces
of all the nodes from the first row or last row. By stretching the segment until
breakage, we can get the breaking force of the segment Fs.
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Then the breaking stress of the segment σs is:






Here A denotes the effective loading area of one link, i.e. a peptide chain.
Each peptide chain actually occupies an area of ˆˆ 4ab , where aˆ , bˆ are the
lattice constants of the unit cell of β-crystallites, in each unit cell, there are 4
peptide chains (Section 1.2). The β-crystallites/amorphous ratio must be
considered when we discuss the effective loading area of the peptide chain, as
the crystallites take most of the applied stress [26]. It follows that
2/3ˆˆ [4( %) ]A ab c .
By stretching the segment of network until breakage with different branches
of θ generated based on the probability distribution p(θ), we can obtain the
probability distribution of the breaking stress of the segments p(σs) in
nano-fibrils.
2.2.3 The eventual fracture of silk fibers
The breakage of a silk fiber results from the complete fracture of all
nano-fibrils within the fiber (Figure 2.1.c). Studies showed that the friction
between fibrils is sufficient to prevent the slipping [31]. Due to this
non-slipping feature, the breakage of a segment of nano-fibrils will only form
a nano crack in a silk fiber (Figure 2.1.c-ii). However, these dispersive cracks
at different cross sections of the fiber cannot induce the catastrophic fracture
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of the bundle of nano-fibrils (Figure 2.1.c-ii). The critical point of the fiber
breakage occurs only if enough cracks accumulate at one cross section of the
fiber (Figure 2.1.c-ii~iii) [64]. As verification, we notice that the surface
morphology of the crack plane of a silkworm silk fiber (Figure 2.1.c-iv)
remarkably resembles to that described by the N–NFB model (Figure 2.1.c-iii).
Due to the friction between nano-fibrils, it can be proved that the stress and
strain are distributed uniformly in the uncracked part of each cross section of
the fiber [64]. Hence, the equal load sharing (ELS) model proposed by Daniels
et al can be applied to describe the crack accumulation process at one cross
section of the fiber and calculate the breaking stress of silk fibers[65].
Specifically, considering the segments from different fibrils at one cross
section of the silk fiber, while under stretching, the weaker segments will
break first. Once the breakage of one segment occurs, the extra stress will be
equally shared among the unbroken segments. Assuming that the stress
applied on each surviving segment is σsv, the segments with a breaking stress
less than σsv are already broken. The number of surviving segments nsv is given
by:
( )         (2.2)
sv
sv s sn n p d  
 
where n is the total number of segments at one cross section of the fiber. Then
the stress of the whole bundle σ will be the stretching force divided by the
cross-sectional area of the whole bundle (including both surviving and broken
fibrils), given by:
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n p dn 
      
The maximum of σ, denoted by σm, corresponds to the breaking stress of the
fibril bundle, can be calculated as follows. Firstly, find the solution of Eq 2.4
as σsv= σsvmax,




d d p dd d     
  
Then σm can be obtained by substituting σsvmax into Eq 2.5:
max
max ( )      (2.5)
sv
m sv s sp d   
  
2.2.4 Brief summary of the N-NFB modeling
Figure 2.4 shows the diagrammatic illustration of the whole procedure of
predicting the breaking stress σm of silk fibers by N-NFB model. There are
four input parameters in N-NFB model, one of them is Fβ(θ), the other three
are structural parameters f, nβ, and A. Firstly, nβ and A can be calculated by
dfibril, c%, La, Lb, , , which are measurable parameters from experiments.
Together with the Fβ(θ) and the orientation function f we can calculate the
breaking stress of a segment σs. By repeating the same procedure denoted by
the blue box with dashed line with different branches of θ, we can obtain the
probability distribution of the breaking stress of segments p(σs). Then, p(σs)
can be applied to calculate the strength of the fiber σm using Eq 2.4~2.5.
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of the calculation procedure of the breaking stress of
silk fibers based on Network- Non-slipping Fibril Bundle (N-NFB) model.
2.3 The results of N-NFB modeling
As mentioned above, Fβ(θ) is the only unmeasurable input parameter.
Firstly, Fβ(θ) was obtained by all atom molecular dynamics simulation by
NAMD (Figure 2.2). Nevertheless, these results are not precise enough in this
study, since the simulation cannot effectively reflect the experimental situation,
mainly for two reasons: (1) the stretching rate in simulation is always much
higher than the experimental one, leading to a larger force; (2) the β-crystallite
is embedded in an amorphous matrix in real circumstances, while the
amorphous matrix is difficult to carry out in all atom simulation. Thus we
fitted Fβ(θ) through N-NFB model (eq 2.1~2.5) by the experimental results of
structural and mechanical characterization on a series of silkworm silk
specimen which were collected under different reeling speeds. The results of
structural characterization are shown in Table 2.1, while the results of the
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mechanical characterization are plotted in Figure 2.5.a. Because of the
cylindrical symmetry of the orientation of β-crystallites, Fβ(θ) should be an
even function with a maximum at zero. Hence, F(θ)aexp[(/b)n] is chosen
as the form of Fβ(θ), where n is an even integer. After the fitting procedure, we
got F(θ)2.45exp[(/0.25)n] (unit: nN). From the fitted Fβ(θ), we can see
that the zero angle splitting force of one β-crystallite is 2.45 nN. Buelher’s all
atoms simulations [24] yielded a similar value of the zero angle splitting force
of about 2.3nN, while our simulation by NAMD yielded an even higher zero
angle splitting force to be about 4nN. In addition, the fitted breaking stresses
of silkworm silk are in good accordance with the experimental results (Figure
2.5.b).
In order to examine the correctness and the practicability of this model, we
predicted the breaking stress of spider silks at different reeling speed, since the
spider silk has a similar structure with silkworm silk and can also be described
by N-NFB model. The predicted results agree surprisingly well with the
experimental ones (Figure 2.5.c-d).
By comparing Figure 2.5.b and 2.5.d, it shows that the spider silk is
somewhat stronger than silkworm silk, and for both spider and silkworm silk,
the breaking stress varies with different reeling speed. As described by N-NFB
model, this is caused by the different structural parameters f, nβ, and A. In the
next section, the role of these structural parameters will be discussed in detail.
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Figure 2.5 Stress-strain curves of (a) the silkworm silks and (c) the spider
silks reeled at the indicated speeds in a controlled and steady manner. (b)
Comparison between the measured breaking stresses with the fitted ones of the
silkworm silks, and (d) comparison between the measured breaking stresses
with the predicted ones of spider silks based on the N-NFB model.
2.4 The role of different structural parameters
As described in Section 2.2, the probability distribution of the breaking
stress of segments p(σs) is determined by three structural parameters f, nβ, and
A. Then, the breaking stress of the silk fiber can be calculated via Eq 2.4 and
Eq 2.5.
In order to examine the role of each structural parameters, the breaking
stresses of silk fibers are calculated by 27 different sets of f, nβ, and A. In each
nine sets of f, nβ, and A, only one parameter is varying while the other two are
kept unchanged, as listed in Table 2.2, so that the influence of f, nβ, and A can
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be analyzed independently by parameter sets 1~9, 10~18, 19~27, respectively.
For a calculation more similar with the realistic situation, the values of all the
varying parameters are taken from the experimental results of silkworm silks
and spider silks with different reeling speeds, as indicated in the last row of
Table 2.2(SW and SP represent silkworm silk and spider silk, respectively; the
number indicate the reeling speed, e.g. SW 10 means the silkworm silk reeled
at 10mm/s.). All the unchanged parameters are kept the same with the
silkworm silk reeled at 27mm/s.
Table 2.2 27 sets of structural parameters
Set
1~9
f 0.922 0.930 0.944 0.945 0.956 0.963 0.967 0.973 0.982
nβ 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9
A(nm2) 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403
Set
10~18
f 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956
nβ 13.5 15.3 17.3 17.3 17.9 22.0 23.3 23.3 22.8
A(nm2) 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403
Set
19~27
f 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956 0.956
nβ 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9
A(nm2) 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.582 0.597 0.613 0.629
SW1 SW4 SW13 SW20 SW27 SP1 SP2.5 SP10 SP25
As a result, we can obtain the distribution of the breaking stress of the
segments p(σs) for each set of parameters. Figure 2.6 plotted a part of the
results.
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Figure 2.6 p(σs) for different sets of parameters. (a) the p(σs) for parameter
sets 1, 5, 9, shows the influence of f; (b) the p(σs) for parameter sets 10, 14, 18,
shows the influence of nβ; (c) the p(σs) for parameter sets 19, 24, 27, show the
influence of A, respectively.
Approximately, p(σs) for all sets of parameters follows Gaussian distribution,
according to the results shown in Figure 2.6, that is p(σs)=(22)1/2
exp[(σs)2/(22)], where  and  is the average and variance of σs,
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respectively. Now, we can examine how the breaking stress of the fiber













where erfc is the complementary error function. This equation can be solved
numerically and its solution svmax can be substitute into Eq 2.5 to calculate the
eventual breaking stress m of silk fiber. In solving this equation,  and  are
set to be 1~1.5GPa and 0.05~0.45GPa, respectively. These results are shown
in Figure 2.7, it follows that increasing the average or decreasing its
variance  can make the fiber stronger.
Figure 2.7 The influences of both the average and the variance of s on svmax
and m, respectively. It follows that increasing the average  or decreasing its
variance  can make the fiber stronger. (unit of ,  and , GPa)
Now, the averages and variances of p(σs) calculated from parameter sets 1~9,
10~18, 19~27 are plotted in Figure 2.8.a, b, c, showing the independent role of
each structural parameters f, nβ, and A, respectively. Figure 2.8.d~f show the
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corresponding breaking stress of the silk fiber calculated by p(σs) via Eq
2.4~2.5.
As shown in Figure 2.8.a, the increase of orientation function f will enhance
both the average and the variance of σs, since the better alignment of
β-crystallites (smaller θ) implies larger Fβ. It eventually induces a remarkable
increase of the breaking stress of the silk fiber (Figure 2.8.d). Experimentally, f
can be enhanced by faster reeling/spinning of both spider and silkworm silks,
as listed in Table 2.1 [9].
Moreover, increasing nβ makes the average of σs remain almost unchanged
and reduces the variance of σs (Figure 2.8.b). Subsequently, the breaking stress
of the silk fiber shows a slightly decrease (Figure 2.8.e). For a given species,
changing the reeling conditions may also modify crystallinity c%, crystallite
size La and Lb, so that 2 2/3= ( %) 3 3fibril a bn d c L L  can be altered as well. In
the case of spider silk, the faster reeling of silk fibers leads to the reduction in
the crystallite size La and Lb, and the reduced crystallinity. Coincidentally, the
influence of La and Lb just cancel the impact of the crystallinity, this gives rise
to little change in nβ. In the case of silkworm silk, the faster reeling of silk
fibers causes the reduction in the crystallite size La and Lb, while the
crystallinity remains unchanged. This leads to an increase in nβ at faster
reeling speeds (Table 2.1).
In addition, a larger effective loading area of a peptide chain A corresponds
to a reduced average of σs and a decreased variance of σs (Figure 2.8.c).
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However, the reducing of the average of σs wins the competition with the
decreasing of its variance, it follows that the breaking stresses of the silk fiber
decrease while A increases (Figure 2.8.f). A is defined as 2/3ˆˆ [4( %) ]A ab c .
The lattice constants aˆ , bˆ would not change at different reeling speeds for
both spider and silkworm silks. The percentage of β-sheet structure in silk
fiber is mainly determined by the primary structure of the silk protein [14],
staying constant while changing the reeling speed. In silkworm silk, almost all
of the β-sheet composes the crystallite region, so that the crystallinity of
silkworm silk is approximately a constant. Hence, changing the reeling speed
cannot reduce the effective loading area A (Table2.1). In spider silk, the intra
molecular β-sheet of the silk will increase while reeled at faster speed [14],
making the crystallinity smaller, inducing a larger A (Table2.1).
So far, the N-NFB model described a panorama of the multi-scale breaking
mechanism of silk fiber. The influences of different structural parameters on
both fibril scale and fiber scale are analyzed quantitatively. In the next section,
the synergy between network in the nano-fibril scale and the fibril bundle in
the fiber scale will be explored.
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Figure 2.8 The influence of three structural parameters (a) f (b)nβ (c) A on the
average and variance of the breaking stress of a periodic segment σs at the
nano-fibril scale. The solid and hollow diamonds indicate the f, nβ, A values
from silkworm and spider silks, respectively. The influence of three structural
parameters (d)f, (e)nβ, (f)A on the breaking stress of silk fibers. The solid and
hollow circles indicate the f, nβ , A values from silkworm and spider silks,
respectively.
2.5 The synergy of the hierarchical structures via
crack-stopping mechanism
In order to identify the underlying mechanism concerning the nano-fibrillar
structure and the friction between nano-fibrils correlated to the superior
mechanical properties of silk fiber, distinct element simulations were also
carried out to stretch both Bulk Network (BN) and Slippery Fibril Bundle
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(SFB) until breakage and compared their breaking stresses with the results of
N–NFB model (Figure 2.9).
In the BN model, the β-crystallites are considered as the nodes, and the
links are the amorphous peptide chains connecting adjacent β-crystallites
(Figure 2.9.a-i), it is the same as the molecular network in a segment of fibril
in N-NFB model (Figure 2.1.b-ii). However, to choose the size of the network
in BN simulation, we need to make sure that the size should be large enough
to make the mechanical properties independent with its size, so that the
network can be considered as a bulk media. A 2D network with 33 columns
and 699 rows of nodes with 64 links between two adjacent rows can satisfy
this criterion, since the breaking stress of the network shows little change
when further increasing the width or length. The links between adjacent rows
of nodes act as springs with Young’s modulus Y=1 with arbitrary unit, so that
the strain in the simulated stress-strain curve is also in arbitrary unit. The
structural parameters f and A are set to the same as that of silkworm silk reeled
at 27mm/s. The simulation procedure is the same as the method of stretching
one segment of the fibril (cf. section 2.2.2).
The snapshots of the bulk network (BN) upon the stretching until breakage
in the simulations and the corresponding mechanical behavior are displayed in
Figure 2.9.a-ii~iv and 2.9.a-v, respectively. In this case, the breakage of BN
behaves similarly with brittle materials, where the fracture occurs as the
catastrophic growth of cracks [66]. According to Griffith’s fracture theory, the
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extra stress caused by a crack is concentrated on the transverse boundary of
the crack, which can promote the propagation of the cracks, causing the split
of the materials [67]. Such fibers based on this model will obtain the strength
of 0.56±0.04GPa, much weaker than 1.00±0.02GPa obtained from the N–NFB
model for silkworm silk reeled at 27mm/s.
In the SFB simulation, the nano-fibrils are assumed to be the same as in
N-NFB model with a series of periodic segments, nevertheless, there is no
friction between fibrils. In this model, a bundle of 200 slippery nano-fibrils
with 400 associated segments in each nano-fibril was built. The amount of the
fibrils does not influence the average breaking stress of the fibril bundle, since
the stress is an intensive quantity, which can not be affected by the area of the
cross section. However, increasing the length of the nanofibrils can decrease
the breaking stress of fibril bundle, because each fibril breaks at its weakest
point, while increasing the length of the fibril, its strength will decrease. The
distribution of the breaking stress of the segments p(σs) are set to be the same
as that of silkworm silk reeled at 27mm/s. Each nanofibril has a constant
Young’s modulus Y=1 in arbitrary unit, so that the strain in the simulated
stress-strain curve is also in arbitrary unit. While stretching, the strain of the
bundle increases step-by-step, each nano-fibril will break while the stress it
affords is larger than the breaking stress of its weakest segment. If a fibril is
broken, the extra load will be shared among other surviving fibrils equally,
since there is no interaction between fibrils. The bundle of fibril is considered
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to be broken once all the fibrils are broken.
The snapshots of the simulations of stretching SFB until breakage are
displayed in Figure 2.9.b-ii~iv. In this case, as each nano-fibril affords the load
independently, the breakage of a nano-fibril at any position will disable the
whole fibril. This will then accelerate the breakage of the fiber. Therefore, a
SFB like fiber will be even weaker than BN like fiber and breaks at
0.25±0.03GPa. The resulting stress-strain curve is plotted in Figure 2.9.b-v. It
shows that a gradual breakage occurs at the breaking point, it behaves very
similar to ductile materials, whose deformation is intermediated by localized
shear at the nanoscale [68]. However, in contrast, the silk fibers always break
abruptly in practice (Figure 2.1.c-iv).
In comparison, the breaking stresses calculated by N-NFB, BN and SFB
models are given in Figure 2.9.c, respectively. The plot indicates that the
N–NFB model gives the highest breaking stress. It follows that the observed
non-slipping fibril bundle structure does have its implication in the strength
enhancement of silk fibers. In the BN model, a crack can develop along the
transverse direction easily, due to its single network structure. However, in
both the N–NFB and the SFB models, the boundaries of the fibrils can
physically terminate the growth of the cracks across the fibers, and the
surviving nano-fibrils can redistribute the extra stress resulted from the broken
fibrils uniformly. Therefore, little extra stress will be concentrated around the
cracks. On the other hand, in the SFB model, the cracks can propagate in the
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direction of the fiber axis without any impediment. Nevertheless, in the case of
N–NFB, the inter-fibrillar friction arising from the adjacent twisted
nano-fibrils will prevent the crack propagation of this type. In other words, the
non-slipping fibril bundle structure shows a crack-stopping property in
blocking the propagation of cracks in both the transverse and the longitudinal
directions.
Figure 2.9 Fracture of (a) the Bulk Network (BN) model and (b) the Slippery
Fibril Bundle (SFB) model. (a-i) Schematic illustration of BN model.
(a-ii~iv)Snapshots of the BN model upon the stretching in the simulations.
(a-v) corresponding stress-strain curve of BN in simulation. (b-i) Schematic
illustration of SFB model. (b-ii~iv)Snapshots of the SFB model upon the
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stretching in the simulations. (b-v) corresponding stress-strain curve of SFB in
simulation.(c) Comparison of the breaking stresses of silk fibers predicted by
N–NFB, SFB and BN model.
Based on the discussion above, the synergy between the network structure
at nano-fibril scale and the fibril bundle structure at fiber scale can be
described as follows: The β-crystallites serve as nodes in the molecular
network, reinforce the connection between peptide chains. As shown in BN
model, the network structure can not prevent the crack propagation. However,
this disadvantage can be overcome by the crack-stopping nature of the
non-slipping fibril bundle structure. This may be the mechanism why the silk
has such high strength with quite weak intermolecular connections (H-bond).
2.6 Summary
The N-NFB model based on the nano-molecular networking and twisted
nano-fibril bundles was put forward to describe the panorama of the
hierarchical breakage of silk fibers. The breakage of the fiber occurs from
molecular scale to micro scale: at molecular scale, the breaking is initiated by
the splitting of β-crystallites; at the nano scale, a silk fibril breaks once the
nano-molecular network fractures, and the breaking of a fibril forms a nano
crack in the fibril bundle; while at fibril bundle scale, silk fiber breaks only if
enough cracks accumulate in one cross section of the fibril bundle. Based on
the quantitative analysis by N-NFB model, the breaking stresses of spider silk
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dragline fibers at different reeling rates were predicted, which were in
excellent agreement with the measured ones. This prediction verified the
correctness of this model. In addition, the influence of the structural features
on the breakage were discussed in detail, it shows that a better alignment of
-crystallites, a larger amount of β-crystallites at the cross section of a
nano-fibril and a smaller effective loading area of a peptide chain in
β-crystallites will give rise to stronger silk fibers. Furthermore, the twisted
nano-fibrils bundle structure was found to have a crack-stopping property in
blocking the propagation of cracks in both the transverse and the longitudinal
directions, which substantially enhances the strength of silk fibers. And finally,
the synergy between the network structure at nano-fibril scale and the fibril
bundle structure at fiber scale was discovered. In conclusion, this study not
only reveals the breaking mechanism and the exceptional mechanical
properties of silks, but the physical idea of the crack stopping mechanism and
the synergy of the hierarchical structures is also provide a guide in developing
novel techniques for the enhancement and design of the fibers in general.
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Chapter 3
Electrostatic Confined One Dimensional Growth
of Nano-Fibrils
3.1. Introduction
Similar to amyloids, fibroin nano-fibrils also have -crystallites as its main
component [55, 69]. -crystallites are made up of -sheets stacked
one-by-one[70]. On the other hand, some studies indicate that the -sheets are
twisted in amyloids [69, 71]. Thermodynamically, the growth of amyloid
fibrils can be achieved by elongating the -sheet via continuously folding the
peptide chains, and the twisted nature of the -sheet confines the fibrils in one
dimension [71]. However, the formation of fibroin nano-fibrils is different.
Fibroin molecules are made up of several hydrophilic and hydrophobic
segments, only the hydrophobic segments (GAGAGS)n (n=1~11) can be
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folded into -sheets, other hydrophilic segments may be folded into
amorphous structures such as random coil [12, 72]. As measured by Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), only 48.5% of the fibrils are in
-conformation (From Dr. Yang Zhen’s experiment in our group). In addition,
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements indicate that the -crystallite possess
orthorhombic lattice rather than twisted structure with an average size
2.2nm×4.0nm×11.6nm (From Dr. Yang Zhen’s experiment in our group).
These results indicate that the hydrophobic -crystallites are embedded in the
amorphous matrices of hydrophilic chains in the fibroin nano-fibrils, and the
-crystallites serve as nodes which connect the peptide chains from
different molecules to form a molecular network (Figure 3.1.c). Hence, the
growth of fibroin nano-fibrils is equivalent to the process of molecular
network formation which is different from the growth of amyloid. It seems
that the fibroin nano-fibrils cannot be confined in one dimension by the same
mechanism of amyloid.
In comparison, it was found that some one dimensional morphology of the
colloidal aggregation is a result of the charge interaction between colloidal
particles [73]. The electrostatic repulsion between protein molecules was also
found to be significant in protein aggregation process [74]. The fibroin
molecules are negatively charged in aqueous solutions while pH=7 [75]. Our
estimation showed that the electrostatic potential energy of a single fibroin
molecule is about twice larger than the energy of Brownian motion kBT (cf.
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Section 3.2), where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature. It follows that the electrostatic repulsion between fibroin
molecules plays an important role in the self-assembling process of the
nano-fibrils.
In this chapter, the electrostatic potential around a fibril is calculated. To
achieve a meaningful calculation, ionization equilibrium of fibroin in aqueous
solutions and the screening effect of ions as well as the polarization of water
molecules are considered. We found that the potential difference is strong
enough to cause the accumulation of fibroin mostly at the end of the fibrils
compared to the middle. This may induce a much larger growth rate at the end
of the fibrils, making the fibrils growing in one dimension. This research may
provide a better understanding of the growth mechanism of fibroin nano-fibrils,
so that it is helpful in guiding the development of novel applications of
silkworm silk. It also may shed light on the understanding of the aggregation
or self-assembling mechanism of other charged particles in general.
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Figure 3.1 (a) TEM image and (b) AFM image of fibroin nano-fibrils formed
in aqueous solutions at pH=7. The concentration of fibroin is 0.05% (v/v). The
TEM sample is stained by Molydbate. (c) Schematic of the structure of a
fibroin nano-fibril, showing that the -crystallites are embedded in the
amorphous matrices to form a molecular network. The red arrows indicate the
direction of the fibril.
3.2. Ionization of the fibroin molecule in aqueous
solution
In this section, the situation of fibroin molecule in aqueous solutions will be
introduced, including the method of computing the charge of the fibroin
molecule by considering the equilibrium of protein ionization.
The mass of one fibroin molecule is: m0=2.3×103kDa=3.8×10-18g [1, 76].
Since the density of silk is about 1.340 g/cm3 [77], the volume of one
molecule can be estimated by: V0=m0/= 2.83×10-24m3=2.83×103nm3. Then, its
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effective radius is approximately: r0=(3V0/4)1/3≈8.77nm. This estimation is
coincident with the SAXS molecular shape reconstruction, which showed that
the diameter of the fibroin molecule is about 15~20nm [56].
The net charge of protein comes from the ionization of -COOH group at
C-terminal and –NH2 group at N-terminal as well as some amino acid residues
which can be ionized [78]. The amino acids that can be ionized at
physiological pH are: Asp, Glu, His, Lys, and Arg [79]. The fibroin molecule
has 6 heavy chains and 6 light chains and a glycoprotein named P25 [76],
most of its amino acids are Gly, Ala, Ser and Thr [80]. Hence, for an
approximate calculation, only the ionization at C-terminal and N-terminal of
the 13 peptide chains is considered in this study. If all of the –COOH groups
or all of the –NH2 groups are ionized, the charge of the molecule will be
QC0=13e=2.08×10-18C, or QN0=13e =2.08×10-18C, respectively.
The heavy chain of fibroin molecule has eight hydrophilic segments and
seven hydrophobic segments [12, 56]. It is believed that the hydrophilic parts
are packed outside hydrophobic parts to maintain the solubility and stability
[12]. This is a common behaviour of hydrophilic-hydrophobic multiblock
co-polymer in aqueous solution [78]. All the –COOH and –NH2 groups are in
hydrophilic sections, so that the charge is almost distributed on the surface of
the molecule.

















Define N0=QN0/4r02, C0=QC0/4r02 and the potential at the surface of
fibroin as . Consider that [NH2]/[NH3+]=(N0-N)/N, [COO-]/[COOH]
= C/(C0-C) and [H+]=10-pHexp(-e/kBT), after some algebra, it turns out


















The equilibrium constants A1 and A2 can be determined by at least two zeta
potential measurements of fibroin at different pH as follows.
Assuming that the fibroin molecule is a charged sphere suspended in water,
the potential field follows Poisson-Boltzmann equation [81]. Under
Debye-Hückel approximation, its zeta potential is given by Eq 3.3 [81],
0( )
0 0
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  
where Qnet=4r02net is the net charge of a fibroin molecule, w is the
relative permittivity of water [78], and rH is the hydrodynamic radius of a
fibroin molecule. While the protein molecule moves in the water, a thin layer
of water adheres onto the surface of the protein, so that rH is always larger
than r0. Several measured values for rH by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
were reported in literature, 12nm [82], 16nm [83], 15~17nm [84], etc. Here I
chosen the smallest one: rH=12nm, since in DLS measurement, the impurities
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normally make the results larger. =(2e2n0/0wkBT)1/2 is a parameter about the
screening effect induced by ions in the solution, in which n0=10-pH×NA (unit:
L-1) is the bulk concentration of anion or cation far from fibroin molecules,
where NA is Avogadro constant.
While pH=7, the zeta potential of fibroin solution is -7.7mV [75]; while
pH=4.2, the zeta potential becomes zero [85]. Substitute these results in to Eq
3.2 and Eq 3.3, it turns out that A1=6.535×10-7mol/L, A2=2.699×10-2mol/L.
Hence, the net charge of a fibroin molecule can be estimated by Eq 3.2. It
follows that the electric potential energy of a single fibroin molecule is
E=Qnet2/4wr0 =0.0541eV, which is about twice larger than kBT in room
temperature (T=300K). It implies that the electrostatic repulsion has the
capability to affect the kinetics of aggregation by influencing the distribution
of fibroin molecules.
3.3. Modelling
In this section, a model will be established to calculate the electric field
generated by a nano-fibril. Then, the local growth rate of the nano-fibril will
be predicted.
The TEM images show that the width of the fibrils is around 20nm (Figure
3.1a), while the AFM images show that the height of the fibrils is around
5~8nm (Figure 3.1b). Since the height measured AFM is often lower than the
real one, it can be estimated by the TEM image that the radius of the fibrils is
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about 10nm, which approximates the effective radius of a fibroin molecule r0.
For simplicity, a cylindrical model with a radius r0 was adopted to describe
one fibril in this study. Mathematically, the unsmooth edge of a cylinder may
induce singularity in calculation, so that a smooth curved surface (Eq 3.4) was
utilized to describe a cylindrical shape approximately,
2 2 2
2 2






where a is the radius of the cylinder and b is its half length, l is a
morphological index which is a positive integer. A larger l will make the
curved surface more similar with a cylinder. Figure 3.2 shows such a curved
surface defined by Eq 3.4 with a=r0=8.77nm, b=3a, l=2.
Figure 3.2 Cylindrical model of fibroin nano-fibril with a=r0=8.77nm, b=3a,
l=2
While the fibroin molecules assemble into a fibril, thermodynamically, the
hydrophilic segments still tend to move to the interface between protein and
water, thus we can also consider that the charge is distributed on the surface of
the fibril.
The surface charge density of the fibril net can be computed through the
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potential and pH by Eq 3.2. At the same time, the potential is determined by
three parts of charges: (1) the surface charge of the fibril net; (2) the induced
charge in the solution due to the different Boltzmann distribution between
anion and cation, induced=en0(exp(e/kBT)exp(e/kBT)); (3) the polarization
charge due to the polarization of water and protein itself. For the third part, in
the solution, there is bulk polarization charge, P=induced(w-1)/ w; on the
interface between water and protein, there is interface polarization charge P
due to the different permittivity between water (w≈80) and protein (P≈3).
Figure 3.3 schematically shows the charges coming from these three
categories of effects listed above.
Figure 3.3 The situation of a fibril in aqueous solution. It shows the three
categories of effects which determine the total charge distribution of the
system.
Thus the potential is determined by:
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The first integration is performed on the whole interface; the second
integration is performed through the whole space except the fibril itself. And
the potential must satisfy the electrostatic boundary condition:
0
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where in or out means that the derivative is calculated just inside or outside
the interface, n is the normal direction of the interface.
Based on Eq 3.2, and Eq 3.5~3.6, the potential field and all the charges can
be obtained by iterating.
The concentration of the fibroin molecules around a fibril follows
Boltzmann distribution:




The growth of the fibrils is the process of protein aggregation. Normally,
the growth rate can be described by mass action law: J∝Cm, where m is a
positive integer. As identified by kinetic characterization, for fibroin
nano-fibrils formation, the exponent m=3, which is determined by kinetic
characterizations via rheometer (cf. Section 3.5).
Hence, the growth rate of fibrils satisfies the following equation:
3 3[exp( )]           (3.8)net
B
QJ C k T
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In this regard, the influence of the electrostatic repulsion on the growth rate
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of fibrils can be analyzed.
3.4. Results and discussion
For a fibril with a=r0, b=20r0 at room temperature (T=300K) in aqueous
solutions while pH=7, three categories of charge distribution calculated by
iterating Eq 3.2 and Eq 3.5~3.6 are plotted in Figure 3.4.a~c. Figure 3.4.d
shows the potential on the surface of a fibril calculated by Eq 3.5. We found
that the potential at the end of the fibril is -15.98mV, much higher than the
potential at the middle of the fibril (-26.21mV). The potential distribution can
provide feedback on the ionization of the protein by influencing the local
concentration of H+ (Eq 3.2). Thus comparing Figure 3.4.a and d, it turns out
that the lower potential implies a small |net|. The interface polarization charge
P (Figure 3.4.b) is to maintain the electrostatic boundary condition Eq 3.6.
The induced charge induced is plotted in Figure 3.4.c, the fibril is placed at the
centre (x=0, z=0) with its axis in z direction, and a range of about 4nm was
chosen to calculate the distribution of the induced charge. This range is much
larger than the Debye screening length -1≈1m, so that the integrating volume
can be considered as the whole space. In addition, the total charge in this
system should be zero, this is one important criterion to justify the correctness
of the results of the iteration. Figure 3.4.e displays the relative concentration C
of fibroin molecules around the surface of the fibril, which is computed by Eq
3.7 and normalized by making the minimum of C to be 1. It shows that the
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concentration of the fibroin molecules at the end of the fibril is 7.59 times
larger than that at the middle of the fibril. According to Eq 3.8, the relative
growth rate J of the fibril was obtained (Figure 3.4.f). J is also normalized by
making the minimum of J to be 1. It shows that the growth rate at the end of
the fibril is about 438 times larger than that at the middle of the fibril. It
follows that the electrostatic repulsion force can effectively confine the growth
of fibril in one dimension in this case.
Figure 3.4 (a) The net charge distribution, (b) the interface polarization charge
distribution, (d) the electrostatic potential, (e) the fibroin concentration, and (f)
the local growth rate at the surface of a fibroin nano-fibril with a=r0,b=20r0,
l=2 in aqueous solutions at pH=7. Except (c), in all the other figures, the scale
in z direction is 10 times larger than that in x and y directions. (c) The induced
charge distribution in solution.
The electrostatic potential of the fibrils with different length-diameter ratios
were also analyzed. Figure 3.5 show the electric field generated by the fibrils
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with different length at pH=7. The colour represents the electrostatic potential
(unit: mV).
The electrostatic potential, the relative concentration of fibroin molecules
and the relative fibril growth rate at the end and at the middle of the fibrils
with different length-diameter ratios are compared in Figure 3.6.a, b, c,
respectively. Figure 3.6.d shows the ratio between Jend and Jmiddle. It shows that
the growth rate at the end of the fibrils is several orders of magnitude larger
than that at the middle. This result shows that the growth of the fibroin
nano-fibrils in aqueous solutions at pH=7 can be confined in one dimension by
the electrostatic repulsion. Larger length-diameter ratio indicates larger
confinement strength. Once the fibrils are longer than the Debye screening
length (~1m), theoretically, the potential at the end and at the middle of the
fibrils will reach the minimum which does not decrease while still increasing
the length of the fibrils. However, in that case, the length-diameter ratio will
be larger than 100, such long fibrils were not common in experiments, thus it
was not calculated in this study.
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Figure 3.5 The electric field generated by the fibrils with different length. The
color represents the electrostatic potential (mV). Pay attention that the scales
in x and z directions are different. In all the three figures, l=2, a=r0, and b=10r0,
20r0, 50r0, respectively. The blue curves indicate the boundary of the fibrils.
Figure 3.6 (a) Electrostatic potential , (b) relative concentration of fibroin C,
and (c) relative fibril growth rate J at both the end and the middle of the fibrils
with different length-diameter ratios. (d) The ratio between the growth rate at
the end and at the middle of the fibrils, showing the one dimensional
confinement of the fibril growth. The subscript “end” or “middle” indicate that
the corresponding quantity is calculated at the end or middle of the fibroin
nano-fibrils, respectively.
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3.5. Kinetic characterization of fibroin formation
The formation of nano fibrils in solution will change the rheological
properties of the solution. Hence the formation kinetics can be studied using
rheometer. The system tested in this study was fibroin aqueous solution with
25%v/v ethanol which was added to accelerate the fibril formation (The
experiment was done by Dr. Yang Zhen in our group). The fibril formation is
believed to be nucleation-growth process [61], there will be an induction time
for the nucleation. Experimentally, we found that the kinetic process acquired
here can be separated into three stages, induction stage, gelation stage and
pesudo-equilibrium stage, similar with the results in [86] (Figure 3.7.a). The
induction time ti can be determined by monitoring the point at which the
elastic modulus (G’) increases significantly. Theoretically, for homogeneous
or heterogeneous nucleation [87],
2ln / [ln(1 )]                 (3.9)it B   ,
where B is a constant for a given system at a certain temperature, and σ is the
super saturation, which is defined as σ=(CCeq)/Ceq, where C is the
concentration of native fibroin, Ceq is its equilibrium concentration. For fibroin
aqueous solution with 25% ethanol system, Ceq is difficult to determine since
even though the concentration is as low as 0.001mg/ml, nano fibrils can still
be observed. It follows that Ceq distribute in the range of 0~0.001mg/ml, and
here we choose the middle point 0.0005mg/ml. Hence, the fibroin solution
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used here (conc. > 1mg/ml) are of high super saturation, i.e., σ»1. As shown in
Figure 3.7.b, the plot of lnti ~ 1/[ln(1+σ)]2 give rise to a straight line, with
slope B=193.4 (This constant will be used in Eq 3.11).
Figure 3.7 (a) The kinetic process of fibroin nano-fibril formation for different
initial fibroin concentrations acquired by rheometer, which was done by Dr.
Yang Zhen in our lab. Here, G’ is the elastic modulus of the fluid. (b) The plot
of lnti ~ 1/[ln(1+σ)]2 was used to determine the constant B which is important
in describing the nucleation of fibril.
The growth process is similar with a chemical reaction that native fibroin
molecules converted into nano fibrils as: mXnative Xfibril, where Xnative is the
native fibroin molecule in solution, Xfibril is the fibroin molecule completely
converted into fibril, m denotes for the number of protein molecules which
convert into fibril in cooperation. Based on mass action law, the growth rate of
a fibril is J=KCm, with growth rate constant K, in case that eqC C .
Meanwhile, the transition rate dCdt would be the growth rate J of a fibril
times the number of fibrils:
0
     (3.10)tmdC KC Ndtdt   ,
where N is the nucleation rate, which can be written as:
0 2exp[ ]ln ( / )eq
BN N C C  [88], in which N0 is the nucleation rate when C∞.
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Considering that the increase of the fibril fibdCdt is equal to the decrease of
the native fibroin dCdt , by differentiating Eq 3.10 with time t, we can obtain









d C dCn BA C Cdt C C dt C C C      ,
where C0 is the initial concentration of native fibroin molecules, A0=KN0 is a
combined parameter.
On the other hand, the kinetic curve acquired in this experiment is temporal
evolution of G’. It is necessary to establish the relation between G’ and Cfib. It
shows that in Figure 3.7.a, there are five kinetic curves which almost reached
the pesudo-equilibrium stage, with corresponding initial concentration
C0=0.4%, 0.5%, 0.7%, 1%, and 1.5%, respectively. From these five curves, we
found an empirical equation to describe the relation between the measured
maximum of G’ and the initial concentration of fibroin:
4
max 0' 0.05192 0.19G C  , the unit of max'G is Pa, if the unit of C0 is mg/ml.
Meanwhile, as the G’ reaching the equilibrium, most of native protein is
converted into nano fibrils, so that 0fibC C . Hence it can be supposed that
fibC follows the similar relation with G’ as:
4' ' 0.19          (3.12)fibG a C  ,
where 'a is considered as an unknown parameter which should be
approximately equal to 0.05192.
Then, these kinetic curves were fitted by Eq 3.11 and 3.12, the fitting results
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(red dashed lines) are shown in Figure 3.8, correspond well with the
experimental curves (solid line), with the parameters: A0=6×10-7 t-1; m=3;
a=0.06 Pa(ml/mg)4. Here, m=3 indicates that in the nano fibrils growth, on
average, three native fibroin proteins would convert into fibril in cooperation,
in other words, they assemble into the nano fibrils together. Thus the assemble
process described here is different from previous study, in which it claimed
that fibroin molecules assemble to nano fibrils one by one [61]. Actually, the
-crystallite inside the fibril is composed by peptide chains from different
fibroin molecules, so that the -crystallites serve as interlocks connecting
different molecules. In this regards, the native fibroin molecules cannot
convert into fibril independently, otherwise, no such interlock can appear in
fibrils.
Figure 3.8 The red dashed lines are the fitted results, and the solid curves are
experimental ones. From up to down, the corresponding concentrations are 4,
5, 7, 10, 15 mg/ml, respectively.
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3.6. Summary
From the calculation carried out in this study, it was found that the
electrostatic repulsion effect is strong enough to make the fibroin molecules
accumulate predominately at the end of fibrils compared to other parts of the
fibrils. That is to say, electrostatic repulsion is able to confine the fibroin
nano-fibrils growing in one dimension. Based on these understandings of the
self-assemble mechanism, in principle, the morphology of the fibrils can be
modified by changing the electrostatic repulsion between fibroin molecules
via tuning pH, ionic strength, etc. If the electrostatic repulsion is tuned to be
much weaker than the thermal fluctuation kBT, the morphology of the fibroin
aggregation may be determined by other mechanism which is not discussed in
this study. In general, our results also provide a guide to understand the
morphology of other charged particle aggregation.
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Chapter 4
The Mechanism of Shear Induced Fibroin
Nano-fibril Formation in Aqueous Solution
4.1 Introduction:
In this chapter, the phenomena of the shear induced fibril formation will be
presented at first in Section 4.2.
Then, a theory of shear induced fluctuation enhancement (SIFE) proposed
by A. Onuki [89] will be introduced in Sub-section 4.3.1. It shows that the
shear flow can apply a viscose force to aggregate the protein, by pushing the
fibroin molecules to the region where the concentration is higher. However,
this effect competes with the diffusion which pushes the fibroin molecules to
the region where the concentration is lower. While the effect of viscose force
is greater than the diffusion, the concentration thermal fluctuation will be
magnified. Then, the protein will start to aggregate. After that, both the effect
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of shear and diffusion in dilute fibroin solution are estimated in Sub-section
4.3.2. In Sub-section 4.3.3, a simulation will be carried out to study the SIFE
effect in fibroin solution and the potential experimental schedule is proposed
to examine the SIFE effect based on the simulation.
In addition, SAXS experiments were carried out to reveal some useful
information of the fibroin molecules in solution under shear (Section 4.4).
4.2 Phenomenological study of shear induced fibril
formation
The shear flow can be applied to the fibroin solution by rheometer. In order
to keep the shear rate to be a constant, the cone-plate configuration is adopted
(the rheological test was carried on Bohlin Gemini HR nano, Figure 4.1.a).
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Figure 4.1 The shear induced fibril formation. (a) Experimental setup. (b) The
entangled fibrils formed under shear (white precipitate). (c) The microscope
image and (d) the SEM image of such fibril. The scale bars in (c) and (d) are
100m and 1m, respectively.
Normally, the induction time of the fibril formation in 1%(v/v) fibroin
solution at room temperature is 5 days, based on my experiment. While shear
is applied, the fibrils appear in a very short time, and then, the fibrils will
entangle with each other and adhere onto the plate of the rheometer (Figure
4.1.b). While the shear rate is larger than 102s-1, the fibril will appear almost
immediately, While the shear rate is about10-1~102s-1, the fibril will appear
gradually with several minutes. This shear induced fibril formation has its
biological significance in silk spinning. Base on this property, fibroin solution
can be stored in the silk gland of silkworm statically before the silkworm starts
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spinning; while the silkworm starts to produce silk, the silk fiber can be
solidified rapidly by the shear flow, as reviewed in Section 1.5.
From microscope image (Figure 4.1.c), the diameter of such fibril formed
under shear is around 5 m. However, from SEM image (Figure 4.1.d) such
fibril is actually a bundle of smaller fibrils with diameter <100nm. This
diameter is comparable to the diameter of the nano-fibrils formed in solution
without shear (20~30nm).
4.3 Shear induced fluctuation enhancement (SIFE) in
triggering the phase transition
Thermodynamically, in a polymer solution, the Brownian motion of the
polymer molecules may cause transient local increase of concentration, i.e. the
thermal fluctuation. Nevertheless, any local increase of concentration will be
inhibited by diffusion. Hence, the local concentration is always in fluctuation
around an average value. However, based on a theory of shear induced
fluctuation enhancement (SIFE) proposed by A. Onuki, the concentration
fluctuation can be enhanced by simple shear flow [89-91]. In fibroin solution,
the shear flow may enhance the local concentration to “push” the fibroin
molecules to aggregate, and this may be the reason why the shear flow can
initiate and accelerate the formation of the fibril.
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4.3.1 Theory of SIFE in polymer solution
Let’s consider that a simple shear flow v=(Sy, 0, 0) with shear rate S is
applied to a polymer solution with concentration , in SIFE theory, the
concentration fluctuation  is governed by a linear equation:
2 2
2 2 2 2 2
2
2(1 ) [ (1 )]   (4.1)ve RS d FSy Lt x d x y
       
                     
where the parameters are defined in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 The parameters in Eq 4.1
Parameter Explanation






L is a kinetic coefficient, where  is the thermal
correlation length, 0 is the viscosity of the water, it is






L   , 0~ /ve   
R The thermal noise.
(Here the symbol “~” indicates that the two quantities have the same order of
magnitude.)





2 (1 ) +           (4.2)(1 )x q x y q Rqy ve
L S d FSq q q q qt q q d
       
                
On the right side, the first term 2 x yS d q qd

  shows the effect of shear flow, it
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can be positive or negative depending on the direction of the shear (S>0 or
S<0) and the region in the Fourier space ( 0x yq q  or 0x yq q  ). If this term





Fq q   shows the effect of diffusion. It is normally
negative, indicates that the concentration fluctuation will be prevented. If it is
positive, the diffusion will occur from low concentration to high concentration,
making the homogeneous solution unstable. In this case, the phase separation
will happen [93].
Hence, based on these theoretical considerations, I proposed a hypothesis to
describe the formation of fibroin solution under shear as a two-step process:
Step 1: While the effect of shear flow becomes stronger than the effect of
diffusion, the SIFE will happen. Then, the shear flow will “push” the fibroin
molecules together to form “clusters”.
Step 2: Inside the “clusters”, the intermolecular binding of fibroin molecules
and -sheet formation will take place.
4.3.2 The estimation of the SIFE in fibroin solution
In order to investigate the role of shear flow in fibroin solution by Eq 4.1
and Eq 4.2, the contributions of both the shear flow 2S dd





 are need to be calculated. At first, the rheological properties of such
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solution are needed.
Sample preparation: To remove the sericin, the silkworm cocoon silk was
degummed by washing the fibers for 30 min in 0.5 wt% of NaHCO3 in boiled
water twice, followed by rinsing with deionized water several times. Then the
degummed silk fibers were air dried. Then, the regenerated silk fibroin (RSF)
was obtained by dissolving the degummed silk fibers into a 9.3M LiBr
solution for 4hours at 60°C, and then extracting LiBr from silk fibroin solution
via a dialysis cassette for 2 days with frequent change of DI water. The
resulted RSF solution would be of ~6% (w/v) in concentration and used for
rheological study.
The shear rate dependent viscosity between 0.02~5 s-1 is plotted in Figure
4.2.a. It shows a simple shear thin behavior, the viscosity decreases with the
increase of shear rate, in agreement with [82, 85, 94-96].
In order to determine the derivative /   , /  is plotted in Figure
4.2.b. It can be found that in high shear rate region, the three curves are almost
overlapped each other and when shear rate is low, the three curves
approximately have the same orders of magnitude. Approximately,  shows a
linear relationship with  . Thus 2S





estimate the effect of shear. This term has the dimension of energy per unit
volume. In comparison with the free energy induced diffusion, it can be
defined as shear energy (Figure 4.3.c).
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Figure 4.2 (a) The measured viscosity vs. shear rate of fibroin solution with
different concentration (v/v %). (b) /  of fibroin solution with different
concentration. (c) The estimated coefficient of shear energy 2/S  .




 , where F is the mixing free
energy of the solution per unit volume. This term can be estimated by two
different methods:
Method 1: Based on the mean field lattice model, Flory and Huggins




1(1 ) ln(1 ) ln [ ] (1 )      (4.3)(1 ) 2B
Fv V Bk T n
     
         
.
Here v0 is the volume of a monomer, it has the order of magnitude of the
volume of an amino acid. Since the molar mass of amino acid is at the order of
magnitude of 102g/mol [78], and the density of silk is about =1.340 g/cm3
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[77], we can obtain 2 1 30 10 1.34 1.2 10Av N nm   . The molar mass of
fibroin is: M2=2.3×106g/mol [1, 76]. Thus the number of amino acids in one
fibroin molecules is about n2=M2/102=2.3×104. The molar volume of water is
V1= 18cm3/mol. The second Virial coefficient B22 was measured by static light
scattering (SLS), the result is B22=1.58×10-4cm3mol/g2.
The SLS was measured by He-Ne laser at wavelength 632.8 nm, the
intensities of scattering light at different angles (25° ~135° ) of fibroin
solution with concentrations from 0.05~5 mg/ml were recorded. Then, B22 was
obtained from Zimm plot of these results [97].




 estimated by Method
1 is plotted as the blue curve in Figure 4.3.











where Dco is the cooperative diffusion coefficient, which can be measured
by dynamic light scattering [83]. K. Hossain et al. found that there are three
modes of diffusion in fibroin solution, while the medium mode has the largest





 estimated by Method 2 is plotted as the red curve in
Figure 4.3. The estimations of the two methods roughly agree with each other






 estimated by (blue curve) Method 1, and (red curve)
Method 2 as a function of concentration. The shear energy in fibroin solution
with different concentrations (0.045%, 0.225%, 0.45%) at a shear rate of 0.1s-1
is plotted as green squares.
The shear energy in fibroin solution with different concentrations at a shear




 is slightly smaller. It implies that the shear flow may have the ability to
trigger SIFE phenomena. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any
report on other mechanisms of shear triggered phase transition. In this regard,





 is increasing drastically while lowering the
concentration, indicating that the SIFE is more difficult to happen while the
concentration is too low.
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4.3.3 The simulation of the SIFE and potential experimental
verification method
In order to find an experimental method to verify whether the SIFE effect
happens, a simulation was carried out to explore the concentration evolution in
fibroin solution under shear. In the simulation, a simple shear flow v=(0.1y, 0,
0) (cf. the yellow arrows in the top left image in Figure 4.4) was added to the
solution, the concentration fluctuation  was obtained by inverse Fourier
transformation of q which was the numerical solution of Eq 4.2. Rq is a
random source, with:
2
' 2 2 2 2
2(2 ) ( ') ( ')       (4.5)(1 )
B
Rq Rq
k T q q t tq F
        
Here, the short wavelength (large q) of thermal noise is prohibited by the
thermal correlation length  [98].
The parameters used in this simulation are listed and explained in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 The parameters used in simulation
Parameter Explanation Parameter Explanation
10.1S s N.A. 0.45%  N.A.
2 2
0















k T nmD  
(from Eq 3.28 of [89])















Both Method 1 and
Method 2 provide the
same order of
magnitude, about
105Jm-3 cf. Figure 4.3
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The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5. This
simulation shows that the fluctuations  are enhanced to approaching the
initial concentration  in about 70 seconds. The fluctuation enhancement
shows a periodic structure in real space (Figure 4.4) and an 8-shaped pattern in
Fourier space (Figure 4.5). Similar experimental results are found in [91].
These results can be understood as follows:
The random thermal noise is the excitation source of the fluctuation. From
Eq 4.5, in Fourier space, this excitation is concentrated in a circular area
1 1
230q nm
  (cf. the white dashed circle in the top left image in Figure




2 (1 ) 0x yS d Fq q q qd
       , These areas must be in the first and third








2 1( ) / 3.4 125
S d F Fq d nm
      
     .
In this case, we can calculate that the rate of enhancement will reach its
maximum at 10.323x y mq q q m      . In this regard, in Fourier space,
these 8-shaped patterns will appear. As a result, the peaks in Fourier space
correspond to periodic structures in real space, with a spatial period about
2 / 19.46mq m  . This is consistent with the simulation (Figure 4.4). If the
concentration of fibroin or the shear rate is changed, the spatial period of the
periodic structure will change as well. Based on our calculation, for 0.45%
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fibroin solution, the spatial period can vary from about 20m to 2m, while
the shear rate increasing from 0.1s-1 to 10s-1.
Figure 4.4 The simulation results  of SIFE in real space for 0.45% fibroin
solution at a shear rate of 0.1s-1, showing that the concentration fluctuation is
exponentially enhanced (the colorbar is different for different images) under
shear from t=0 to t=70s. The yellow arrows in the top left image schematically
show the shear flow. The size of the window is 193m×193m.
If a light beam incident in z direction, in the far field, the scattering pattern
will be the same as the 8-shaped pattern in Fourier space [97]. Since the
spatial period is about 19.46m, an infra-red laser could be a proper light
source for the scattering experiments. This can be an experimental schedule to
examine whether the SIFE effect happens or not.
However, the light scattering equipment with proper light source and a
shear device is not available in National University of Singapore. This
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experiment may be a worthful future work.
Figure 4.5 The simulation results ln q of SIFE in Fourier space for 0.45%
fibroin solution at a shear rate of 0.1s-1, showing the evolution of the 8-shaped
pattern. The white dashed circle in the top left image schematically shows the
region inside which 1q   . The regions of qx and qy are from -13m-1 to
13m-1.
4.4 SAXS analysis of fibroin solution under shear by
synchrotron radiation
4.4.1 Experimental schedule
The SIFE is an effect of shear on a group of fibroin molecules, in this
section, we start to analyze the behavior of individual fibroin molecule in
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solution under shear by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).
I performed the SAXS experiments in SAXS station, Shanghai Synchrotron
Radiation Facility. The wavelength of the X-ray is 0.124nm, with a beam size
of 2mm×1mm. The shear device (Figure 4.6.a) is made by Kapton film which
is transparent to X-ray. The inner part (diameter: 15mm) of the device can
rotate, which is driven by a motor. The outer part (diameter: 21mm) is fixed on
an iron base. The regenerated silk fibroin (RSF) solution (0.8%) is injected
between the inner rotator and the outer cylinder (cf. Sub-section 4.3.2 for the
preparation method of RSF solution).
Figure 4.6 The shear device (a) and the scattering geometries (b).
In this study, two different scattering geometries are applied (Figure 4.6.b).
The left one is radial incident, the right one is tangential incident.
4.4.2 Results and discussion
The scattering patterns of fibroin solution under different shear rates with
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both radial incident and tangential incident are plotted in Figure 4.7. For radial
incident, from the intensity profiles, it can be found that the intensity decreases
while the shear rate increases (Figure 4.8.a). While the shear rate was larger
than 35s-1, the scattering intensity would be too low to be detected. The five
curves of tangential incident are almost overlapped with each other (Figure
4.8.b), so that the shear rate can reach the maximum of the device. The bursts
in the horizontal direction were caused by some slit pairs in the X-ray path.
They were not the signal from the fibroin solution.
Figure 4.7 The scattering pattern of fibroin solution under different shear rates
with both radial incident (a~c) and tangential incident (d~h).
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Figure 4.8 The intensity profiles of fibroin solution under different shear rates
with both radial incident (a) and tangential incident (b).
When analyzing the results, to avoid the bursts, only the data from the
azimuth 30~60º was selected. By Guinier plot [97], the radius of gyration can
be calculated from the slope of the linear fitting showing in Figure 4.9.a~b,
since 2 21ln ( ) ln (0) 3 gI q I q R  . The calculated Rg is plotted in Figure 4.9.c.
The results are quite close to those in Rössle et al’s experiments (5~7nm),
although the range of shear rate in this experiment is much smaller [56]. In
this case, the radius of gyration does not show any changes with the increase
of the shear rate.
Normally, the high q tail (q×Rg>1) can be expressed by power law:
( ) pI q q . The exponent p is determined by the interface between the
protein and the solvent. Larger p means the interface is sharper [97]. In this
study, the exponent p slightly decreases while increasing the shear rate, means
that the interface becomes more blurred when shear rate increasing (Figure
4.9.d). It may indicate that the protein is slightly unfolded under shear.
Based on these studies, the effect of shear on individual fibroin molecule is
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not obvious. It indicates that SIFE may play the major role in triggering the
fibril formation under shear.
Figure 4.9 The Guinier plot of both (a) radial incident and (b) tangential
incident, as well as (c) the calculated Rg. And (d) the high q tail (q×Rg>>1)
fitted by power law of both radial incident and tangential incident.
4.5 Summary
The shear induced fluctuation enhancement (SIFE) effect was proposed to
explain the shear induced fibril formation. The essence of the SIFE effect is
the competition between shear energy /S  









 was estimated by characterizing the rheological
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 , indicating that the shear energy may be large enough to
trigger SIFE effect. Thus simulations were carried out to study the SIFE effect
in fibroin solution. It showed that a periodic structure of the enhanced
fluctuation appeared in the solution with a spatial period at the order of 101m,
thus light scattering with an infra-red laser as the light source can be a proper
experimental schedule to examine the SIFE effect.
In situ SAXS experiments were carried out to study the behavior of
individual fibroin molecule in solution under shear. The radius of gyration and
exponent of the high q tail of intensity profiles were analyzed as functions of
shear rate and scattering geometry. These two quantities show few changes
under shear. It implies that effect of shear flow on individual molecule is not






The aim of this thesis was to reveal some biophysical problems related to
the formation, properties and applications of silkworm and spider silks.
In Chapter 2, the N-NFB model based on the nano-molecular networking
and twisted nano-fibril bundles was presented to describe the panorama of the
hierarchical breakage of silk fibers. The breakage of the fiber occurs from
molecular scale to micro scale: at molecular scale, the breaking is initiated by
the splitting of β-crystallites; at the nano scale, a silk fibril breaks once the
nano-molecular network fractures, and the breaking of a fibril forms a nano
crack in the fibril bundle; at fibril bundle scale, silk fiber breaks only if
enough cracks accumulate in one cross section of the fibril bundle. Based on
the quantitative analysis by N-NFB model, the breaking stresses of spider silk
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dragline fibers at different reeling rates were predicted, which are in excellent
agreement with our measured ones. To the best of our knowledge, it was the
first precise prediction of the breaking stress of silk fibers from their
measurable structural parameters. This prediction verified the correctness of
this model. In addition, the influence of the structural features on the breakage
was discussed in detail. Furthermore, the twisted fibril bundle structure was
found to have a crack-stopping property in blocking the propagation of cracks
in both the transverse and the longitudinal directions. It suggests that the
non-slipping fibril bundle has a structural advantage which can substantially
enhance the strength of silk fibers. This study not only revealed the breaking
mechanism and the exceptional mechanical properties of silks, but the
physical idea of the crack stopping mechanism and the synergy of the
hierarchical structures might also provide a guide in developing novel
techniques for the enhancement and design of the fibers in general.
In Chapter 3, the significance of the electrostatic repulsion between fibril
and the native fibroin molecules was explored. While pH=7, the electric
potential energy of a single fibroin molecule was estimated to be twice larger
than kBT. This estimation indicated that the electrostatic energy is strong
enough to affect the Boltzmann distribution of the fibroin. Hence, the
electrostatic repulsion is able to influence the shape of the aggregation. From
the calculations carried out in this study, it was discovered that the
electrostatic repulsion effect is a sufficient condition to confine the growth of
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the fibril in one dimension, by keeping the growth rate at the end of fibril
much larger than that at the middle. In this study, the ionization equilibrium of
fibroin in aqueous solution and the screening effect of ions and water
molecules were considered in detail. In general, this study not only revealed
the mechanism of the one dimensional growth of fibroin fibril, but is also
important in understanding the aggregation mechanism of other charged
particles.
In Chapter 4, the SIFE effect was proposed to explain the shear induced
fibril formation. The essence of the SIFE effect is the competition between
shear energy /S  








 was estimated by characterizing the rheological properties of fibroin




 was estimated by two different
methods which are in agreement with each other. It was found that /S  






 , indicating that the shear energy may be large
enough to trigger SIFE effect. Based on these estimations, simulations were
carried out to study the concentration fluctuation under shear. It found that a
periodic structure of concentration fluctuation would appear, and this can be
monitored by light scattering. In addition, SAXS experiments showed that the
influence of shear on individual fibroin molecule is not obvious.
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5.2 Outlook
Based on my research, there are still several open areas worthwhile for
further studies.
1. In Chapter 2, the friction is assumed to be infinite and any local slipping
between fibrils can be prevented in N-NFB model. To further study the role of
friction between fibrils, a partial slipping fibril bundle model is needed, in
which the friction can be tuned from zero to infinity.
2. In Chapter 2, the splitting force of a β-crystallites Fβ(θ) is an
immeasurable parameter. In this study, it was fitted by the breaking stress of
silkworm silk collected at different reeling speeds. In future, this fitted result
may need verification from other approaches.
3. In Chapter 3, it should be noted that the Stern layer which was caused by
the Van der Waals adsorption of the charges was not considered independently
in this study. This effect was considered as a part of the ionization of the
protein. If referring to another material with strong Van de Waals adsorption,
the Stern layer should be considered independently.
4. In Chapter 3, the electric field around a fibril can redistribute the charged
fibroin molecules; and the redistribution can conversely affect the electric field.
This effect was not included in this research, since what we studied was dilute
fibroin solution, in which the charge density was low. For concentrated fibroin
solution in silk spinning process, this effect is not neglectable.
5. In Chapter 4, there is only one order parameter included in SIFE theory,
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the concentration of the solute. Actually, this theory can be modified by adding
other parameters such as the orientation of the dissolved molecules, shape
factors, etc. to describe the behavior of more complicated fluid under shear.
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